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This was created for my Sophomore year final project in Painting
Processes 1. The assignment was to use an unfamiliar technique to
create a diptych. By this time in my Studio Art educational career, I
was already familiar with Acrylic and painting on relatively large
canvases. I decided to use pressed paper as my canvas, which was
relatively cheap at the time, and the technique of impasto with my
palette knife. 

The technique called to me as it is a confident use of texture,
allowing for large jagged blocks of color and strong contrasts. As
for the subject, this diptych kickstarted my thesis statement around
form, identity, and individual parts making up a whole. 

Both of my parents married and then immigrated to America before I
was born, and are an interracial couple. The symbol of their hands
reaching towards another and then successfully touching was
intended to give the viewer a sense of satisfaction or release.

I also intentionally displayed a floating limb, insinuating there is
more than the viewer is allowed to see, to explore my relationship
with space within my art. This would also prove to be a running
theme in later work.
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December 2016 - January 2021

SEGMENT! SeriesSEGMENT! SeriesSEGMENT! Series

My SEGMENT! series is an ongoing body of work started during the
creation of my Senior Studio Art Thesis. My focus was to demand
attention through the use of strong color and contrast. I found
inspiration from Pop Artists such as HATECOPY, a.k.a  Maria Qamar,
due to the conversations she presented around culture and her use
of line and shape. 

BAM! CHOP! SPLAT! 'Kurta' by HATECOPY

My work in this series is, on the surface, about line, shape and space. I keep it
fun and cartoony, being drawn to the 'hamhock' imagery many know from looney
tunes and the like. It points out the amusement of sliced/chopped/broken
bodies that are still functioning and holding a shape. But, understanding the
reality that these are in fact broken pieces that could never function in the real
world, is slightly sinister. The awful parts make up the playful whole. 

BAM! is an exploration of rendering a 3d figure n a flat space. CHOP!
and SPLAT! further push the illusion of three dimensions within an
infinite flat plane. I use the body pieces to emphasize the axis the
viewer is on, and float the title text and speech bubble simultaneously.
I also added a bit more interaction with the audience, giving them a
thumbs up and therefore letting them know it will be okay.



Final piece as originally displayed

Source images and poses

I often model in my own work
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May 2018

This series was done as apart of my senior thesis. I chose a mixed
medium of charcoal on Acrylic as I, at this point, was comfortable in
both and confident enough to explore the subject matter. This work was
displayed in a grid, measuring 12inx12in each painting for a total size of
40inx54in. By this point, I also was very conscious of the viewer's
experience with my work. Having the final display be this large, almost
the size of an average adult, ensured that the work would almost seem
overpowering to the audience. 

Each painting was treated as if it could be displayed on its own. I chose
images of bodies because I was exploring my own relationship with
body image and dysmorphia. This is further emphasized by the top
middle and bottom left poses mirroring each other. The first is based
on a photo I took myself, the latter taken of an in-class model. I used
images I took myself, stock photography in the public domain, and also
a section of Lucian Freud's 'Benefits Supervisor Sleeping'. 

I chose a variety of different bodies in poses that showed them in
different states of movement, not only to be inclusive and show
different bodies as beautiful but to remind the viewer that these bodies,
even though dismembered, are still alive and functioning.

I made them bleed color and used realism to make this work more
sinister and serious.  I opted to contrast the slightly horrific nature of
the images with the bright colors, still creating a playful undertone. 

This work also fully solidified my love of exploring a 3-dimensional
space. I chose each pose and figure carefully to challenge my own
understanding of what a cross-section may look like. The upper-middle
pose is my favorite because it displays a thigh cross-section. This has
been the most challenging shape to produce and I enjoy repeating it
across all of my work.  

MOVE ME!MOVE ME!MOVE ME!



The book fully extended

When closed, reminiscent of a ship
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May 2016

In this artist book, I visit my personal relationship with place and
separation. The story is about my mother and her decision to
separate from her family across the sea in Russia to live with
my father and raise her own family.

The theme of the book informed my decision on materials. A tri-
fold shape with a faux-wood binding and leather clasp mimic a
ship. The contents of the book show mountainous land
surrounded by cascading waves of the sea. I purposefully made
the sea to be lighter and cut more complicated closer to the
land and darker and cut more smoothly towards the edge of the
book to mimic the nature of a wave as it travels toward shore. 
 The land becomes lighter closer to the viewer and darker
toward the back to mimic the depth of a landscape.

The landmass itself holds the center of the book with the sole
text in the book, quoting Aleksandr Pushkin's first stanza of "For
shores of Home". The poem is somber and speaks to the pain
of leaving a familiar life. The poem is broken into layers, an
intention to reflect the pain. The end of the stanza is written on
the land pieces closest to the viewer, making them the most
impactful and legible words of the poem. 

For Shores of HomeFor Shores of HomeFor Shores of Home

Close-up of waves with light pattern
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March 2020

This personal project was installed to solve the issue of a boring

zoom background while working from home. I was inspired by Yaoi

Kasuma's Infinity Mirrors and her repetition of shape. I have a

healthy fascination with how art, especially that of which viewers

are meant to interact,  is installed. I also enjoy her playful nature. 

To keep costs low, I chose to use ornaments I purchased second

hand, originally planning to create a wreath. But, upon planning for

this piece, I enjoyed the lack of color and emphasis on texture the

ornaments gave against my off-white walls. They were lightweight

enough to be hung by simple fishing wire and thumbtacks. They

mimic planets in the same way I feel Kusama's MY HEART IS

DANCING INTO THE UNIVERSE does.

Due to the fact that I have a cat but love plants, I have to regularly

think of inventive ways to keep plants. One of them involved

hanging. To keep damage minimal, I decided to hang lightweight

water plants from thumbtacks and homemade macrame hangers. I

had to make sure to hang them within correct view and distance

from the window to ensure that they continued to grow.

I also was gifted a pet-friendly plant (not pictured) that needed

more natural light than my room has to offer. This gave me the idea

to incorporate a hanging lantern and grow-light inside of it, and

place the tall plant below. I hung a smaller lantern without a light on

the opposite end to give the sense of symmetry.

Live-In PlanetsLive-In PlanetsLive-In Planets

Final installation

Close up of plants amongst the planets
Yayoi Kusama's 'INFINITY MIRRORED ROOM – MY HEART IS

DANCING INTO THE UNIVERSE.'
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